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 In the poem Lament, the poet presents the adverse effects of war, by clearly illustrating that war 
cannot occur without causing extensive damage to every aspect of life, both human and nature. It also 
acts as a voice for the creatures, letting us know of the oppression being faced by them as they are 
bombarded with pain and grief.  

Echoing the grief caused by war, “for” is repeated, listing the series of events and creatures 
facing loss and harm. Although the nest is a place of safety which insulates one from danger, yet it is 
referred to as a “nest of sickness” as the green turtle is unable to lay its “pulsing burden” as it has been 
covered by the pollution emitted due to the war. 

One way or another, all is being trapped, and whether it is a part of the war or not. Creatures in 
the sky are covered in “funeral silk” leaving them helpless, and similarly aqua life is left trapped 
underneath the “shadow on the sea”. The “closed border” adds a tone of ever-increasing depression as 
the poet signifies the limitations and helplessness which surrounds the innocent people of the warring 
nations. 
 Grief is forever more emphasized on as the poet signifies that all creatures and aspects of 
nature, not related to the war, are still suffering and being inflicted by harm.  
 The prevailing nature of grief is intensified as it is seen that the endangered species such as the 
hook beaked turtles, the dugong, and the dolphin are being heavily bombarded and depleted, hence 
extinction is nearer.  Suffering of the animals is further emphasized upon as the mighty whale, a symbol 
of the sea strength, is “struck dumb”. 
 The poet further expresses grief by introducing the “long migrations” and the “slow dying” 
which intensify the situation by adding the element of torture; pain which one must bear on and on. 
Through use of long vowel sounds the poet emphasizes of this aspect. 
 In the final stanza, the poet effectively sums up this moving picture of grief by visualizing the 
“burnt earth” which signifies land unsuitable for settlement and the loss of hopelessness is further 
intensified as the sun, a symbol of hope, light and life is “put out”. The stench of mourning is in the air as 
the frustration of people over the unnecessary bloodshed seeps through the land. Finally it is seen that 
in the aftermath of the war, all that remains are the “ashes” of the once vibrant culture of the land.  
 All in all, such horrific images give birth to troublesome worries and sorrow in the deepest parts 
of our hearts, making the reader sympathize heavily. Thus the poet, effectively expresses grief and 
depression in the poem, “Lament”. 
 

Quite a few images have been disregarded by your group as evidence. 
Hence you are unable to sum up the element of grief. This picture is 
very limited. 
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Comment [N1]: The poem also stands as a ... 

Comment [N2]: Simplify thios loaded structure . 

Comment [N3]: Mention cormorant with its 
plight. 

Comment [N4]: What does this paragraph 
suggest? No T.E? no image ?why does it have a 
sentence only?no supporting details? 

Comment [N5]: Revisit the lines. Incorrect 
interpretation. 

Comment [N6]: Has a dreary effect on the 
reading intensifying the slow poison in environment. 


